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'People would learn to appreciate wine rather than seeing it merely as cheap

alcohol'. Photograph: Denkou Images / Rex Features

I was accused this week of being a wine snob. Plus ça change – I'm the

editor of Decanter magazine – so no, when trying to source decent wine,

I generally don't linger around the supermarkets' under-£5 bargain bin.

But does that make me elitist?

The charge came from Asda, which took umbrage at my comment in an
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interview on BBC Radio 5 that "it's pretty impossible to get a decent wine

at £3.99 or £4.99". The case against me was strengthened by the fact

that a £4.20 Asda rioja had won a gold medal at our very own Decanter

World Wine awards.

And very nice it is, too. But the fact remains that such bargains are the

exception, rather than the rule (Asda's three other gold medals in the

competition all cost £6 or more; of its 10 silver medals, only two cost less

than £5; while of its 31 bronzes, just three would give you change from a

fiver). The reasons for this are straightforward. At £4.55 (the average

amount spent on a bottle of wine in the UK), more than half (£2.57)

immediately goes into the pocket of the taxman. That leaves less than £2

to cover the packaging, bottle, marketing, transport, retailer's margin …

oh, and the grapes. In all likelihood the wine itself represents about 50p

– at best.

If, though, as I pointed out in my rejoinder on BBC Radio 4's Today

programme on Friday morning, you shell out £6.55, that extra £2 is going

almost entirely towards what's in the bottle.

In the days of a £3 pint of beer or cup of coffee, I don't think it's snobbish

to suggest people spend £6.55 on a decent wine. So why does Asda

believe it is? I fear it's part of a British disease. Would my aspirations be

decried in France or Italy? I suggest not. So why are we Brits too

ashamed to become wine buffs?

Much of it stems from prejudice. Raymond Blanc can tell people to spend

more than £3 on a chicken because preparing good food is now part of

our culture (and because he's French, I suspect). A Real Ale

campaigner, though, urging beer drinkers to shun cheap lager, wouldn't

be labelled a snob. So why are wine-lovers stereotyped?

It's a situation that several supermarkets have helped to create. By

directing consumers to the "3 for £10" promotions, stores are hardly

encouraging us to discover new wines. The wine industry's own trade

body, the Wine & Spirit Trade Association, has even criticised such

"deals", arguing that they stymie consumer education. Thankfully, after

persistent tax rises that have now, belatedly, been passed on to the

consumer, Tesco has said that the model is no longer viable (though

Asda still persists).

There is a poignant paradox here. While British consumers are being led

away from the wealth of choice that the wine world has to offer, UK

supermarkets house the best, most varied ranges in Europe. It's just that

some of them don't always want you to know it.

The other paradox is that Asda, laudably, has a master of wine in charge

of its wine range. There are less than 300 of these wine masterminds in

the world. Their knowledge is phenomenal. You would think, then, that

the people at Asda would have wanted to harness this expertise to bring

good-quality wine to the masses, and raise our wine aspirations – along

with the amount that we're prepared to spend. So why do they hide their

light under a bushel?!

nmlkj nmlkj
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I always find it odd that people will pay Â£8 in a bar for two mediocre glasses of crap

then find Â£6 too much to pay in the supermarket.
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If the price of wine were to rise, producers would be paid a decent wage

to reinvest in their vineyards, we'd have better wine on the high street,

and people would learn to appreciate wine rather than seeing it merely

as cheap alcohol. I'm not going to get bogged down in the social

responsibility arguments here, though they are pertinent. Instead – in the

interests of even-handedness – where's that £4.20 rioja?
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GCday
7 August 2011 3:07PM

And will the Guardian fix the bloody unicode mapping problem on this site?
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Lhroijvbortfbyuine
7 August 2011 3:12PM

I'll stick to my Tesco Value vodka, cheers! :D
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Schoeneberger
7 August 2011 3:16PM

My old local Plus on Potsdammer Strasse used to sell a bottle of Orvieto for 1.79

euro.

At the other end of my street, you could get 50 euro bottles of Rioja sourced direct

from the vineyard.

Takes all sorts of course. Thankfully, wine in Germany is considerably cheaper than

that in the UK.

Choice maybe not as good thoguh.
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ireadnews
7 August 2011 3:18PM

There is plenty of good wine that can be found cheaply. Indeed most of the wine in

my house comes from Aldi which are superb in delivering quality incredibly cheaply.

So yes, as you say most cheap wine is needless to say rather bad however there
are those gems that shine out and they are the wines that are bought. So we do take

our wine seriously at least some of us do. Don't tar us all with the same brush. Infact

did you think of that terrible headline or did one of the Editors make it up?
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craigmelson

7 August 2011 3:21PM

That's so ridiculous. The primary factor for all consumers when buying stuff is price,

and in economic times, no-one apart from middle class guardian readers and
wayne rooney can afford to spend over Â£5 on wine. Most people know nothing

about wine, and are not stupid enough to think if they pay more, they get better wine.

That's a gamble most consumers won't take.

Price is also more complicated than you make out. Supermarkets have awesome

buying power, so they have the ability to go to vineyards and purchase more bottles,

at a low unit price. This is why they can do it cheaper. Quality is second to this, and
the fact Asda have a master of wine suggests they make informed choices (hence

all their awards) and use their buying power to bring them to market at an affordable

price.
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On another note- when the hell did a cup of coffee cost Â£3? Completely out of touch

with human consumers. I know you edit a specialist mag, but that's not reflective of

peoples buyinh habits, only people with high disposable income to waste on wine to
make themselves feel posh....

ireadnews

7 August 2011 3:21PM

That being said I will pay for a good bottle of wine. I had a lovely Merlot that was Â£18

and well worth it. Went wonderfully with the steak I was having.
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Parvulesco
7 August 2011 3:23PM

Would my aspirations be decried in France or Italy?

Most of 'em spend about Â£3 on a bottle.

When they're not supping lager.
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Strummered

7 August 2011 3:23PM

Appreciating decent wine doesn't make you a snob, it opens up a whole world of
flavour.
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MercyCroft

7 August 2011 3:34PM

They all taste the same after a few glasses.

You should join me and the girls on a bingo night Mr.Woodward. You'll not know your
ChÃ¢ � �teau dâ Yquem from a Blue Nun by the time we've finished imbibing!
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SamuelTaylor

7 August 2011 3:34PM

I must admit I absolutely love wine, for which I am thoroughly ribbed by my friends,

especially they're all sat with a pint and there I am with my glass of red.

I don't buy wine very often as I cannot afford to, so normally I only drink when it is

bought for me, such as a birthday present, or if I have some money spare at the end

of the month and the children don't need anything. I do like most wines, I must admit

I have been bought some expensive wines that have been very nice, but I have also
bought some cheap wines that have been lovely as well, oddly a favourite of mine is

a non-alcoholic red I buy from asda, there's another one thats fairly cheap I like, I

can't remember what it is called but it has a picture of a man with a bike on the label,

how sophisticated I am...

I have never found a white or rose that I like, I commit the ultimate sin as well, I drink
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red wine chilled, mmm.

Elidor

7 August 2011 3:35PM

Could we have a moratorium on articles about the price of anything until we have a
website that can handle a pound sign?
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thomaspaine1

7 August 2011 3:35PM

After the second glass, who cares.
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MercyCroft

7 August 2011 3:38PM

I think I might have had a drop too many at lunchtime. Some words have gone awry

on my previous posting....
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TomFynn
7 August 2011 3:39PM

From my own experience, I can recommend the following procedure:

1) Get to your friendly local wine dealer.

2) Shop around at the economy budget end of the market.

3) Drink.

4) Remember the stuff you liked. (Warning: Can be difficult.)
5) Bring yourself to splurge a quid or two more on the better variants of that.

6) Drink.

7) Repeat from 4)

If people think you a snob, then you have two options:

a) Laugh at the ignorant fools.

b) If they're good friends, open one of the good ones. That'll stop them.
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ledmatt
7 August 2011 3:42PM

A Real Ale campaigner, though, urging beer drinkers to shun cheap

lager, wouldn't be labelled a snob.

Are you sure about that?
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MetalDad
7 August 2011 3:47PM
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I suspect you will fall foul of the Cif community at large because of your flagrant

denial of working class values.

Wine indeed! Why there have already been several pictures discovered of David

Cameron drinking wine - and if that doesn't prove the case then nothing will. The

good, heroic British working classes want nothing more than strong tea, with two
sugars, and perhaps a couple of pints of mild after their strenuous labours in the

mines of capitalism - and the men like the same.

Come the great and glorious day of the general strike and the revolution, which the

TUC assures us has only been delayed due to good weather, no-one will drink wine.

The nectar of the toffs will be banned.

So - now you know, I'll be off to reluctanly knock back a glass of reserva Rioja, purely

for medicinal reasons...

ParaffinLamp

7 August 2011 3:55PM

�Just quaffing a bottle of GewÃ¼rztraminer, â ¬5.99 from a well known discount

store. I have to say it's very, very good. With no work on tomorrow and some more
bottles chilling I may just open another. Cheers, your very good health. ;)
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ChinaBounder

7 August 2011 3:55PM

An interesting and fair article, Mr. Woodward, thank-you. Wine is one of my

passions and I wholly agree it's worth spending an extra few pounds on it.

Price certainly is an issue, it's true - but my philosophy is (when I am on a budget) to

drink higher quality wines, but just less often. Better one good bottle a week than

three mediocre ones.

I went to the Three Choirs Vineyard in Gloucestershire the other day and tried their

2009 'Four Oaks.' It's a red made from Regent & Rondo grapes (never tried them

before). I had no idea a UK red could be so good - it gave me every bit as much
drinking pleasure as a decent Cru Bourgeois, and for 13 pounds (in the vineyard

restaurant; 11 pounds in the shop) it was a truly wonderful experience.

GCDay: I grumbled on the 'You Tell Us' thread a few days ago about the mapping

problem, and a CiF tech guy replied on the thread to say he was trying to sort it out -

so I hope it'll be fixed soon.
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scsfoxrabbit

7 August 2011 4:01PM

And your friendly local wine dealer will let you taste before you buy. Try asking for that

at your local Co-op!
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ParaffinLamp

7 August 2011 4:02PM
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@GCday

"And will the Guardian fix the bloody unicode mapping problem on this site?"

Indeed.

Gewurztraminer @ 5.99 euro.

JedFanshaw

7 August 2011 4:07PM

Guy Woodward

At Â£4.55 (the average amount spent on a bottle of wine in the UK), more than half

(Â£2.57) immediately goes into the pocket of the taxman. That leaves less than Â£2

�to cover the packaging, bottle, marketing, transport, retailer's margin â ¦ oh, and the
� �grapes. In all likelihood the wine itself represents about 50p â at best. If, though,

as I pointed out in my rejoinder on BBC Radio 4's Today programme on Friday

morning, you shell out Â£6.55, that extra Â£2 is going almost entirely towards what's

in the bottle.

Your faith in wine suppliers is touching but your assertion is flawed

That extra Â£2 is probably going into someones pocket, most likely not that of the

wine producer

Price is not necessarily an indicator of quality - DOCG chianti from Lidl at Â£4 is

better than many at two or three times the price from other suppliers
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TheSportsdesk

7 August 2011 4:13PM

This is what always gets missed in the discount supermarket alcohol makes people

eat their own young (or something like that) puritan moral panic.

I will always pay about five quid for a bottle of wine, it's either a bottle of something

horrible (Blossom Hill, Echo Falls - that sort of thing) form the corner shop or
something that tastes less soapy that has been reduced to a fiver from the

supermarket.

It doesn't make me drink any more or any less, it just makes life a little bit more

enjoyable.
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wichdoctor
7 August 2011 4:14PM

ChinaBounder

Price certainly is an issue, it's true - but my philosophy is (when I am on a budget) to

drink higher quality wines, but just less often. Better one good bottle a week than

three mediocre ones.

I beg to differ. I'm now on a very tight budget and I'm quite happy to drink table wine

on a daily basis. I have about half a bottle of Â£2.99 Italian table wine from Aldi with

my evening meal each day. I have rarely had a wine that was undrinkable.

The better quality wines I keep for a treat and get them usually by watching for bin

ends and special offers. I rarely pay more than Â£6 for one of those though I've gone
higher a few times.
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wellywearer2

7 August 2011 4:18PM

And if you really want to have a range of wonderful, different, tastes, with no nasty

chemicals added to stop fermentation, clear the wine etc - make your own.

Your working class credentials stay in place as this has a long history and is

incredibly cheap.

Now is the season to be gathering elderberries.
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andyman85

7 August 2011 4:21PM

You can get bad wine and good wine for Â£5, you can also get bad wine and good

wine for Â£7. For most of us it makes sense to spend about a fiver and hope for the

best, going with prior experience, grape variety, what seems to be selling well and

whether we liked it last time.

Others have pointed out that your Â£2 of direct improvement doesn't hold true,

especially in the supermarket pricing structure. Until quality correlates closely
enough with price to make spending more a reliable path to a better wine, most

people won't bother.

Oh, and this way we avoid the horror of over-educating our tastebuds until we can't

enjoy a wine for < Â£50. That's a truly scary thought.
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ChinaBounder
7 August 2011 4:25PM

wichdoctor:

I'm now on a very tight budget and I'm quite happy to drink table wine

on a daily basis.

I'd get more pleasure out of going without wine most of the week and anticipating a

decent bottle at the week's end, if budget was important.

But of course it's all down to personal preference - it's good to be straightforward

about wine and never be browbeaten by other people's opinions. So you're happy to

seldom pay more than 6 for a bottle and I'm happy to seldom pay less than 10; and

we each get pleasure from our choices. Just as it should be.
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dav231

7 August 2011 4:50PM

Southern slopes, cheeky but fruity, Chateau de sewage, whatever.
It's just a bloody drink, for Christs sake, that's all.
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7 August 2011 4:51PM
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craigmelson,

That's so ridiculous. The primary factor for all consumers when
buying stuff is price, and in economic times, no-one apart from

middle class guardian readers and wayne rooney can afford to spend

�over Ã Â£5 on wine. Most people know nothing about wine, and are

not stupid enough to think if they pay more, they get better wine. That's
a gamble most consumers won't take.

The thing to do is to drink less. My average spend is about Â£15/bottle, but I bet I
spend less on booze on average than most Sun or Mirror readers. I'll savour that

wine, it will bring me far more pleasure than 3 bottles of average plonk.

As for "not stupid enough", I don't know where people get their ideas from. Â£5 wine

is pretty thin and tasteless stuff. You get varieties like semillion or the sort of oaked

chardonnay where they bung wood chips into a vat (because it's cheaper than using

barrels). If you just want wine and don't care as long as it's wine then that's fine, but if
you want to really taste something then you have to spend more. Personally, I'd

rather just have orange juice at that price.

Clip | Link

irussell
7 August 2011 4:51PM

The question is, how much wouldn't you pay for a bottle of everyday wine? (being a

snob, that is, and nothing wrong with that, may I add). Does the price always reflect

the quality above the plonk end? I think what you're used to skews your palate.
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Douglas66

7 August 2011 5:11PM

I am incredibly lazy about wine, as much as I enjoy a decent bottle.

I come from a wine-producing country (South Africa) and, despite 12 years in the UK,

still tend to err in that direction, with occasional nods in the direction of NZ and
Australia. I am a snob in the sense that I refuse to buy the generic made-for-export-to

-UK-supermarkets SA wines but go for estate wines, but otherwise tend to stick with

labels that I know and like.

I am so clueless about French wine that I doubt I have bought more than 10 bottles

in my life, and apart from the occasional rioja, have pretty much stayed clear of the

rest of the Old World.

I guess I fall into the category of knowing what I like when I taste it, and then sticking

with it, but otherwise my taste buds are pretty unsophisticated.
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Pagey

7 August 2011 5:13PM

A cheap whine about cheap wine......
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7 August 2011 5:14PM
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because no matter how expensive the bottle, wine tastes rank and will never
compare to a good pint of Ale or a fine 16 years old Lagavulin !!!!

.

.

.

.

.and that's a Frenchman talking btw
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warschauer
7 August 2011 5:19PM

It all depends on your taste I suppose; I've had Â£15 bottles from tesco that don't

match up to a Â£4-er from Aldi.
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Pagey

7 August 2011 5:20PM

A cheap whine about cheap wine......
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Douglas66

7 August 2011 5:22PM

Pierrick

a good pint of Ale

Ah yes.

Before I moved to the UK, I heard about warm, flat English beer, and thinking that
nothing could be superior to an ice cold lager, though "yeuch".

(fast foward a decade)

I am think that few drinks are superior to a decent pint of real ale and keep meaning

to join CAMRA.

However, I am firmly of the belief that all British-brewed lager is ghastly stuff (I will

only ever drink lager brewed on the Continent).
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Pagey

7 August 2011 5:23PM

The snobbery around wine wasn't started by working class people, but those who
didn't want to share it with us - the middle class.
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Douglas66

7 August 2011 5:26PM

Pagey
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The snobbery around wine wasn't started by working class people,
but those who didn't want to share it with us - the middle class.

Wine was hardly one the battlefields of the class war.

bernardthompson

7 August 2011 5:40PM

My problem with this article, Mr Woodward, is that it tells us nothing about how to get
a better wine other than paying a couple of quid extra.

So, yes, I'm sure I should feel terribly embarrassed because I've been known to buy
wine for Â£3.99. But telling me that's wrong without suggesting some practical way

for me to judge, from the supermarket shelf, which ones are actually good value for

the Â£6.55 is about as much help as standing shaking your head disapprovingly

without actually trying to help.
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dav231

7 August 2011 5:41PM

Pagey
It was when filled with petrol.
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zeldalicious

7 August 2011 5:46PM

I hate Wine snobs/bores. For Christ sake, if it tastes good to you that's all that

matters. Bugger what some twonk with his raspberry/gooseberry/oaky/smoke

overtones thinks.
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zeldalicious

7 August 2011 5:47PM

Douglas66

// The snobbery around wine wasn't started by working class people, but those who

didn't want to share it with us - the middle class.

Wine was hardly one the battlefields of the class war.//

Oh yes it was, along with the dry roasted v salted peanut debate.
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farofa
7 August 2011 5:49PM

"Why won't the British treat wine seriously?"

Because it's fun.
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andyrich666

7 August 2011 5:59PM

Asda is quite a expensive place to buy Wine IMO, you can buy decent wines in Tesco

and Morrisons, I dont shop there myself often but my partner manages to find a

decent bottle, by that I mean one that has a raised bottom.

The only decent wine is the wine you like. Simple as that

I remember once in Spain only a few moths ago, we was at a restaurant on the front

at Calpe, Alicante prov. They had just had a delivery and I saw the boxes and they

had 60cents wrote on them, this is what the wine cost there, so I would believe it

really does not cost much to produce such items, the tax is a terrible burden on the
price in this country.

It used to be not long ago 3 wines for a tenner, its now about 3 for Â£12, I think so
long as you can choose what wine you want to try then you can change every week to

the offers that are on in the variety of stores.
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Douglas66
7 August 2011 6:05PM

zeldalicious

Oh yes it was, along with the dry roasted v salted peanut debate.

Come again?
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Candigirl

7 August 2011 6:08PM

Most people just want a cheap wine to drink with their Sunday lunch or get tipsy on.

People don't want to spend a small fortune on a bottle of wine - they're not going to

taste it after a few glasses.

I am not much of a wine drinker, unless I go out with friends and then, yes, we buy

the cheapest bottle of white wine in the bar.

However - I am aware that if you want a nicer tasting wine, you have to pay the price,

and will do so - but only for special occasions, like Christmas.
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Candigirl

People don't want to spend a small fortune on a bottle of wine - they're

not going to taste it after a few glasses.

Indeed, I believe it's an old dinner party trick to decant cheap plonk into bottles with

pricey labels, and serve it up when your guests are too pissed to know better.
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itshokukonane

7 August 2011 6:11PM

Some possible answers:

1) There is no history of winemaking in this country and ergo no appreciation.

2) It's part of the cultural history of Britain that they cannot treat any consumables

seriously and have a rather modest idea of it. Food and drink are just to sustain you,

not for enjoyment really. (Tangent: this idea also goes to explain why I cannot get a

decent Chinese meal outside of a recognised Chinatown: it's just seen as the crap
you eat when you are drunk.)

3) People have varying ideas of the purpose of wine and within their motivation, they
no doubt treat it seriously. Following that argument, it is then somewhat

condescending to say that those whose purposes are different than yours don't treat

it seriously.
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itshokukonane

Wine is to be enjoyed, not worshipped.
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agreewith
7 August 2011 6:36PM

It depends on what you understand by wine too. For example my grandfather (ex

foundry worker and most definitely working class) would never buy wine, always a

brown ale man when in a pub, however he brewed his own wine, particularly a very
good and strong elderberry, and a delicate elderflower champagne were the best.

Although the fruit or flowers were freely available, the price of making such wine is

not cheap, so it's not always so much a price issue.

These were eventually entered into competitions, once he was well practised. But

there is a snobbishness, I find, amongst many who consider 'wine' only comes from

the grape, and that 'true wine' has to have a provenance where the name of even the
vineyards owner's dog is known.
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